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WHAT IS THE NEW NARRATIVE FOR EUROPE?

-An initiative born thanks to a proposal from the European Parliament (official launch on 23 April 2013 in
Brussel Document that promotes the implication of artists, intellectuals and people from the world of culture to
help reconnect Europe with its citizens as a major step towards creating a new European public space.

A way to stimulate European public space: It is state of mind and feeling

A true change of mind, the formation of a new narrative, takes place from the bottom up, across the borders
of our interlinked European societies. It emanates from the life experiences — their everyday reality, their
cultural diversity — of more than 500 million Europeans…Because a new narrative can’t be imposed
topdown.

Both a project and a process designed to involve artists, scientists, writers, intellectuals and all kinds of
cultural practitioners in an effort to reconnect the European Union with its citizens.

A call to a moral and political responsibility, not only to institutions and politicians but to every citizen to
debate Europe’s future.

A search for a new legitimacy for European integration ….how we are and who we want to stand as
Europeans?



WHY IS IT IMPORTANT? I
For Europeans to truly identify with the European Union as a political entiy we MUST ACHIEVE A
functioning European public space that would connect the Union’s political decisionmakers with its
citizens

In June 2014 polls (Standard Eurobarometer 81, almost two thirds of Europeans felt citizens of
the EU. Unfortunately, they were not sure what this means. Nowaydays , we have BREXIT.

The experiences of war, of totalitarian regimes and the Cold War have gradually lost their
immediacy in the eyes of the general public, which is to say that those horrors are losing their
legitimising force. Articulating Europe´s ‘heart and soul’ is crucial to prevent people from repeating
the mistakes of the past.

At A time when European institutions are called into question…this is a great opportunity to stress
that EU is NOT ONLY about markets, Jobs and economic growth“our union is first and foremost
about about cultural unity, celebrating diversity, shared values in a globalised world”



WHAT IS IT IMPORTANT II?
 The role of Culture as a vector of identity, citizenship, vehicle for values has been overlooked and 
often misconstrued in the European Project.

 Culture has the potential to open the horizons that politics and economics have closed down.

European union is aimed at  facilitating building of bridges- (Treaty of Rome)- Jean Monet: “we are 
not federating states….we are uniting people”

Founding fathers wanted a community of people as opposed to a community of institutions in 
order to make peace an irreversable feature (Schuman Declaration in 1950) 

The economic crisis has put the greatest strain on the EU’s relationship with its citizens but crises 
have the virtue of being revealing bringing into light a cultural and moral crisis (Culture as passive
spectator of austerity policies ) 

 A truly innovate social movement that seeks to transform things must join art and politics.



EUROPE AS A SPACE OF COMMUNICATION : 
HOW ARE EUROPEAN IDENTITY AND VALUES PERCIEVED BY

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS?

Europe’s strength and the basis of our unity lies in pluralism, respect and diversity.

Unity is not uniformity, but a fruitful blending of differences.

It is not a means to an aim but a way of life based on shared values: commitment to 
freedom, democracy, equality, solidarity and respect for fundamental rights and the rule 
of law.

My research: How do they feel? Perceptions Matter: Europe SHOULD BE What You
Make of It

Empirical data (surveys)+ infographics+ exhibitions+ conferences

SEMINAR I+II:  Reflection on the Common heritage of Europe through three general 
categories: unifying historical experience, artistic tradition and philosophical as well as 
scientific output.



WHY THE NEED TO REVISE THE FOUNDING NARRATIVE
AND WORK WITH UNIVERSITY STUDENTS?     THE MOST VISIONARY
POLITICAL PROJECT IN RECENT HISTORY?

threat of the increase xenophofic discourses (some parts of european population are 
turning against european freedom and openess and are embracing xenophobia and social 
intorversion instead)  the fact that 25 % of the European electorate voted for extremist
and anti- European parties shows that they must have somehow ‘forgotten’ the reasons for
which the European Union was built.- DONT BLAME PEOPLE!!! “SOME..ARGUE..” QUOTES

Many Europeans hold the EU at fault for their financial woes, and this keeps them from
seeing the shared benefits of our union. 

today, in a time of crisis, there are people who are deeply disillusioned or disappointed,
and this is a threat to european stability.

 Europe needs a new telos, a renewed sense of purpose, to European integration in the
age of globalisation, and to reflect on how we can move towards it.



WHAT DO WE NEED IN THE FUTURE?
We need more cooperation to ensure that everywhere in the world security does not come from
building more walls, but from embracing and integrating the existing difrences, from building new 
bridges.

The debate about european borders it is not a geographical issue …it is a state of mind: explore 
innovative alternatives in higher education.

Europe needs to become a symbol of participatory democracy

The new Narrative needs to address ideas that resonate with Young people (No memory of war
but great uncertainity about employment opportunities) 

Human and social face that our citizens, especially the Youngsters can identify with.

Europe needs to invest more, and more sustainably, in education, research and creativity. 

There is no need for a grand new idea: there is need to live up to the promises that have already
been made.



INNOVATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION
CREATING NEW CONCEPTUAL AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORKS 
FOCUSING ON THE ROLE OF CITIZEN GROUPS (UNIVERSITY 

STUDENTS)
Actively enganging students- protagonists/agents of social change.

Strategic storytelling – Intermedial digital formats as catalysts of social transformation.

New techologies as promoters of participative committed citizenship.

Developig critical thinking skills (problem- solving+ creative alternatives)

Emotional intelligence (emphathy to intercultural contexts)

Team-work collaborative work- new methodology DesignForChange



FUTURE RESEARCH LINES?
THE HUMANISTIC AND SCIENTIFIC SOURCES

OF THE EUROPEAN NARRATIVE

How did the series of ‘citizens’ dialogues’ go? organised across the EU.  Politicians went to 
50 cities across the EU’s 28 Member States

(2013-15) Declaration is a “snapshot taken at the beginning of a process of ongoing
reflection and debate”…University students : How do they see Europe in 2023?  How Young 
generations feel about the Europe of 4 UNIONS? banking union Europe ?

 clask between Europe of people vs Europe of populism SHAPE OF EUROPEAN DREAM?

How can we forge more concrete connections between culture, business, science and 
education? - the Arts and sciences offer a unique way to manifest the powers of creative
imagination and logical reason. Based on Europe’s contribution in these areas to world
civilization, art and science should form the backbone for all debates on European values

Telos, Nomos, Ethos: Reflections on the Meaning of a Political Europe How the theme of 
post-national identity, developed by Jürgen Habermas, is expanded into the concept of 
reconstructive identity.



THANK YOU!!! 
A sense of “belonging” is essential

to forging a common future
The future cannot be predicted, it

must be invented. 
Let us start inventing it!


